IT'S EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS

GET YOUR MOWER SERVICED NOW

BY SPECIALISTS
MOWER OVERHAULS, REPAIRS & SPARES
ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Ransomes
Main agents and distributors for Clinton Engines, Spare parts and service exchange assembles new from stock
Main Agents and Distributors to Briggs & Stratton (Engine Manufacturers)

Officially appointed Service Depot for

Villiers & JAP
Industrial and Agricultural Engines

HONDA AGENTS

RELF AND KENDALL
406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY. CRO 0578
II STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET. BARNET 8228

Official London Area Distributors to Ransomes Sims & Jeffries for specialist machines
Agents for Dennis, Shanks, Greens, Atco, Lloyds and Allen Motor Scythes
WHAT'S THAT AGAIN?

One of the players in a foursome took a mighty slash at a fairway wood shot and missed the ball completely. Yielding to temptation, he turned to his friends and glibly announced he was only taking a practice swing. At that moment a menacing roll of thunder sounded. The "missing" golfer looked up and said, "OK, OK, I'll count the stroke!"

—Charles Robins
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Two well-used phrases sum up ATCO Mowers:

TRUE VALUE
LONG trouble-free LIFE

No need for us to extol the individual virtues of our mowers: ATCO has been synonymous with quality for over forty years. All this experience and all our advice is yours for the asking. Our wide range of grass-cutting equipment for every purpose is matched only by ATCO’s unique nationwide servicing arrangements.

May we suggest a demonstration on your own turf?

The solidly built 18" and 21" Rotaries are fitted with the outstanding ATCO ‘Heightomatic’ height control permitting instantaneous change over from longest to shortest cut on a wide range of surfaces not demanding a high finish. Prices from £32.

During the next few months, we shall show all our large machines in our advertisements —motor mowers from 20" to 34", Rotaries and Gang Mowers. If you can’t wait that long, we will gladly supply full details on request.
Among other forecasts for what greenkeepers will endure in 1967 is one by Mr. O. O. Clapper of New England.

He sees courses with two groundstaffs — the night team doing all the cutting — the day team spraying, fertilizing, changing holes and general maintenance to ensure that all machinery will last the next night.

Since automatic water systems started, the benefits of night watering have disappointed nobody. You are now warned about what may follow.

Lighting the last few holes may be included in the changeover in order to get the maximum number of people on to the course during the daylight hours. If there still is a course.

The Canadian Golf Superintendents Association was formed last October. It was surprising to learn that they had no organisation of this kind before in that country.

The news will have a special impact in France where there is no word for "greenkeeper". The Canadian Association has classed itself for the purposes of French Canadians "L'Association Canadienne des Superintendents de Golf".

The Germans, on the other hand, have a short simple answer to the problem. It is "Platzmeister" — "course-master", or, to be slightly pedantic nowadays, "green-master". Perhaps it is a pity that this never developed as the equivalent to "Club-master".

Mr. C. R. Skogley, Professor at the University of Rhode Island, is on sabbatical leave to tour Europe. Since September he has been installed with his family in Woodbridge. He is working with Fisons on a screening programme for turf grass fungicides. In one of his first newsletters homewards he said:

"I have visited two golf courses and have golfed on one of them. It was a beautiful course but to a poor golfer rather hair-raising. The roughs consist mainly of heather, bracken, fern, gorse and the like. General conditions are quite good but very unlike anything I have previously seen."

At many continental golf clubs, the clubhouse is closed on Mondays or Tuesdays. The day is not far off in this country when we can make out a strong case for closing the course as well. One complete day, uninterrupted by golfers should boost ground staff productivity. It would also, as one of our opposite numbers in the States picturesquely remarks, give the greenkeeper "a day when he can work on his course without getting hell for doing the job he was hired to do".
LAST month methods of draining land by pipes or channels to lead excessive water away were dealt with. These are direct ways of removing excess water and lowering the water table, but often conditions in the sub and top soil above the level of the actual drains impede water penetration and lead to wet surface conditions. Treatments to correct such faults are now discussed, but little or no benefit will be derived from any of them if inadequate means of sub-soil drainage exist.

Sub-Soil Cultivation

This operation is not the same as mole draining. At a glance the same machine is used, i.e. a mole plough, but there is a vital difference in the attachment on the vertical share. In the case of sub-soil cultivation a sub-soil shoe is fitted and this has a lifting and shattering effect on the sub-soil. In view of this, sub-soil cultivation is an essential operation on land where level adjustment using heavy equipment has resulted in the breakdown of the land's natural drainage crevices and excessive compaction in the sub-soil region or where a "pan" exists for any reason at all. These conditions seriously hinder water penetration to any sub-soil drains and frequently lead to waterlogging of the top soil.

Sub-soil cultivation to be most effective should be done when the sub-soil is as dry as possible. However, as it is usually required during constructional work its timing is governed by the amount of subsequent work in relation to the proposed period of establishment, e.g. seeding. The work can be done even on relatively small areas, e.g. golf greens, and it is carried out following the return of top soil to the graded area and before any tile drains are introduced. Heavy equipment should not be used after its completion. Where a complete drainage layer of aggregate tapped by underlying drains is to be introduced into a golf green sub-soil cultivation is unnecessary.

To gain maximum benefit from sub-soil cultivation the operation must be carried out at quite close centres and a spacing of 2 ft. should be regarded as the maximum, the sub-soil shoe being set to work at a minimum depth of 18 in. The operation should be done in the direction of the maximum fall on the land, though where really excessive compaction exists two passes would be worth while. In this case the first pass should be done at right angles to the maximum fall.

Sub-soil cultivation can be carried out on established turf where drainage is impeded by excessive sub-soil compaction, but before it is decided upon expert guidance should be obtained. The operation can sometimes be carried out in such a way as to cause little damage to existing turf but there is a risk of severe damage necessitating reseeding.

Spiking

Turf surfaces which are slow to drain because of such causes as excessive surface compaction, or the presence of fibre, benefit from spiking. The formation of numerous slits in the ground assists surface moisture penetration but the work must be done frequently and the underlying soil must be open and its drainage adequate if benefit is to be derived. Further to this on excessively fibrous or mossy areas other treatments, e.g. corrective liming or fertilizer treatment, might be necessary to help correct the conditions favouring the fibre or moss build up.

Usually spiking on large areas is done by tractor operated machines. As depth of penetration is important, the use of long tines is to be preferred. The
lighter machines with tines penetrating to 4 in. are very useful as they can be frequently used with the minimum surface disturbance but in many situations the use of heavy models should be seriously considered. These machines have tines capable of penetrating to 9 in. but under some conditions their action is quite severe and disturbance of the surface might restrict their use.

On smaller and finer turf areas quite good machines are available for use but often hand work is necessary to obtain maximum penetration. Purpose-made hand forks can be used or flat tined garden forks and these should be inserted to their full depth at intervals of some 4 in. Before withdrawing the forks the ground can be eased up a little with advantage but great care is necessary if this is done so as to avoid leaving a corrugated surface.

**Sanding**

During constructional work the incorporation into the top soil of suitable sand or other gritty material is recommended to open up heavy land and make it more permeable.

On existing turf a different approach is required for greens, tees and fairways.

On a green the application of a pure dressing of sand is seldom a good thing in that it tends to form a definite layer which ultimately forms a root break. It is better to build up a layer of approximately ideal soil by regular top dressing with sandy compost. Only in particularly wet conditions is a light dressing of pure sand really justified.

On the tees the position is much the same but conditions where sand alone can be used with advantage arise more frequently. On heavy land with open turf and a muddy surface, dressings of sand improve playing conditions substantially and the sand gets worked into the top soil by treading or during renovation work.

On fairways good, gritty sand or coarse coke breeze can be used with

---

**Fertilisers for the care of Fine Turf**

**SPECIAL GRASS FEEDER No. 1**

An excellent steady feed for Spring and Summer use on Golf and Bowling Greens, Tennis Courts, etc. Produces a healthy growth and good colour to the finest turf. 1 cwt. 65/6; 5 cwt. at 64/- per cwt.; 10 cwt. at 62/- per cwt.; Per ton £60.

**OUTFIELD AND FAIRWAYS FERTILISER (Spring/Summer)**

Ideal for Spring renovation of Winter-Playing Pitches, Golf Fairways and other large areas of grass. 1 cwt. 46/6; 5 cwt. at 45/- per cwt.; 10 cwt. at 43/6 per cwt.; Per ton £41 10s.

Our world-famous Grass Seed Mixtures are carefully blended to produce the finest quality lawns for all purposes.

Illustrated booklet “Treatment of Golf Courses and Sports Grounds” and current Price List, free on request, also: Blue Book of Gardening Catalogue.
advantage much more often than they are. Sand at 10 tons per acre is soon absorbed on a muddy fairway but it is best to allow this amount to be "lost" before applying a further dressing. As an alternative to applying sand in winter to improve already muddy conditions it is worth organising applications of sand and similar materials after thorough spiking and following spring chain harrowing. At this time less damage is likely from the transport and spreading of the material.

Sulphur Treatment

The use of sulphur on golf courses will be strange to many people but the material can have very beneficial results on golf fairways if applied under the right conditions. Heavy and moisture retentive clay soils provide wet, sticky conditions for winter play. Where this is a problem, and providing the soil is of good fertility thus promoting rapid grass growth with a tendency towards lushness, a light application of finely ground sulphur will help matters. The effect of the sulphur is to produce much improved surface drainage and firmer winter conditions. In addition there is usually an increase in the fineness of the turf plus reduced weed and worm activity. This all sounds very fine but it should not encourage clubs to experiment with the treatment without soil tests and expert guidance. Whilst much good work can be done by the discriminate use of sulphur it is very easy to make a mistake which could be costly to correct. A given set of conditions are required before sulphur can be used and casual observation will not show whether these exist or not.

Think Things Out

If maximum use is to be made of golf courses and the best possible conditions for play are to be provided satisfactory drainage is essential. Where drainage problems exist careful thought must be given to their cause since wet and sticky surface conditions do not necessarily indicate the need for tile drains. Any club contemplating improving drainage would be well advised to obtain expert guidance so that the money they spend results in maximum benefit. It is true that the inherent characteristics of some land will always result in wetter conditions than would be desirable but it is often surprising just what can be done with relatively little financial outlay in relation to the results obtained.
Golf Course Maintenance Equipment

By Lee Record, Agronomist

To meet the demands of present-day golf course maintenance, the most modern and up-to-date equipment is needed. Maintenance equipment alone will not be the answer at every course; administration, programming, adequate budgets, manpower, responsibility and a host of other elements will be necessary.

The following suggested list may not be adequate at many golf courses, depending upon the degree of maintenance. This list should, however, be adequate for the majority of 18-hole courses.

Greens And Tees
- 6 to 8 putting green mowers
- 2 power aerators
- 1 vertical mower
- 1 power drag mat
- 1 power topdresser
- 1 power thatcher
- 1 power spiker
- 1 power sprayer (fungicides)
- 1 proportioner
- 2 triplex fertilizer spreaders
- 2 rotary mowers

Fairways And Roughs
- 2 to 7 gang hydraulic tractors and mowers
- 1 fairway aerator
- 1 fairway thatcher
- 1 fairway sweeper
- 1 power sprayer (herbicides)
- 1 rotary fertilizer spreader
- 1 5-gang mower (roughs)
- 1 3-gang roller

General Equipment
- 1 or 2 dump body golf tractors
- 2 general construction PTO tractors
- 1 jeep, pickup truck, etc.
- 1 dump truck (5 ton min.)
- 1 snow plow
- 1 front end loader and backhoe
- 1 power sod cutter
- 1 power saw
- 1 power stump cutter
- 1 power soil shredder
- 1 powered hand sweeper
- 2 powered leaf blowers
- 1 water ballast roller
- 6 rotary trimmer blowers
- 3 hand trimmer blowers
- 2 general purpose power reel mowers
- 2 or 3 gas powered runabouts

Miscellaneous Hand Equipment

(1) axes, burners, crow bar, duster, cup cutter, wheelbarrow, ladder, sod edgers, sod lifters, shovels, rakes, funnels, spade, picks, forks, jacks, pruners, tree saws, traps (animal), pumps, gas cans, scales, pullers, hose, bamboo poles, soil testers, soil probe.

Tools For Repair Of:

All power equipment (trucks, tractors, mowers, etc.), plumbing, drains, electrical equipment, sewers, roadways, cement and concrete, water systems, painting and wood working repairs, etc.

Shop Equipment

Lapping machine, air compressor, steam cleaner, table saw, bench grinders, bed knife grinder, reel knife grinder, pipe threader, paint sprayer, welder, drill press, vises, arbor press, work benches.

Irrigation Equipment

Pumping station and number of heads will be determined by the superintendent at each individual course.
This suggested list has only touched a few of the many odds and ends and pieces of equipment needed. If we may have omitted the one piece of equipment which you feel is necessary, by all means add it to the list.

A maintenance building should meet the following requirements:

1. Superintendent’s office (desk, file cabinets, adding machine, etc.)
2. Toilet facilities (showers, lockers, etc.)
3. Adequate heating and ventilation
4. Paint spraying room
5. Herbicide-fungicide, etc., storage room
6. Fertilizer storage area
7. Adequate storage area for all equipment.
8. Adequate maintenance area.

Also in conjunction with the main maintenance building, an additional storage building is essential for the storing and mixing of topdressing material. Topdressing should be kept in a dry area so that it will be available at any time of the season. A two-year supply should be stored at all times.

If we have the necessary equipment and maintenance building, how many men will be required to keep the equipment rolling for the necessary turf maintenance? We suggest the following personnel be considered for the average 18-hole golf course in the North-east.

1 Superintendent (year round employment)
1 Assistant Superintendent or Foreman (year round employment)
1 Mechanic (year round employment)
2 Laborers (year round employment)
3 Laborers to be hired at the beginning of the outside maintenance program to be carried through until fall maintenance is completed.
3 Laborers to be hired as summer help

11 men total.

Regardless of the maintenance building and modern equipment the work load cannot be carried out unless an adequate work force is available; a work force that can be depended on, day in and day out; men with responsibility to themselves, to the golf course they are working for and to the equipment they are handling.

(Reprinted with grateful acknowledgments to USGA GREEN SECTION RECORD).

---


Send for catalogue.

H. PATTISSON & CO. LTD. STANMORE MIDDLESEX
Telephone: 01-954-4171
IMPORTANT TRADE ANNOUNCEMENT

GREENS PROFESSIONAL MOWERS

OUTLINING A NEW PROGRESSIVE POLICY OF SALES EXPANSION OFFERING THE USER AND TRADE OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES

1 ORDERS THROUGH THE TRADE ONLY
To ensure best service to users

2 DISTRIBUTORS TO BE APPOINTED
Applications from interested distributors and dealers for exclusive sales rights in clearly defined territories will be welcome

3 A GREENS/DISTRIBUTOR/USER RELATIONSHIP WORKING TO MUTUAL BENEFIT
Competitive discounts allowed by Greens and consistently helpful liaison

4 THE LATEST AND GREATEST GREENS PROFESSIONAL RANGE GANG MOWERS, 30" SUPER MASTER MOWER, 30" VERGE CUTTER, 20"/4 STANDARD MOTOR MOWER 20"/4 SUPERFINE MOTOR MOWER AND — A 1967 INTRODUCTION — THE NEW GREENS 24"/4 STANDARD MOTOR MOWER

Programmed expansion of models and markets at home and abroad by the best name in professional mowing equipment has now started

SHARE IN THE SUCCESS OF AN EFFICIENTLY PLANNED OPERATION— CONTACT GREENS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

THOS. GREEN AND SON LIMITED
P.O. BOX 45 NORTH STREET LEEDS 2

A HAWKER SIDDELEY COMPANY
with that heavy tractor

The BMC Mini Tractor treads lightly on turf, providing traction without ruts. The BMC Mini is low-built and stable on undulating land, it is highly manoeuvrable in confined areas, fully versatile and economical to run. Powered by a BMC diesel engine and available with hydraulics and power take-off, the BMC Mini can be applied to gang mowing, hedge cutting, loading, levelling, grading and a whole variety of P.T.O. tasks. Ask your BMC/Nuffield dealer to arrange a working demonstration with the BMC Mini Tractor. For better maintenance of parks, sports grounds and golf courses—

use the

**BMC MINI LIGHTWEIGHT**

Backed by BMC Service—Express, Expert, Everywhere.

THE BRITISH MOTOR CORPORATION LTD.
(Agricultural Sales Division) Longbridge, Birmingham.
Overseas Business: BMC Export Sales Ltd., Birmingham and 41-46 Piccadilly, London W.1